For years, the biggest issue paralyzing Washington wasn’t the budget or health care—it was political dysfunction. **NOW, THERE’S HOPE.**

“...Congress is actually doing things. Making compromises. Passing legislation.”

“Suddenly, bipartisanship has broken out on Capitol Hill.”
— *Associated Press*, 4/20/2015

Members of Congress “...are rediscovering what it’s like to work together across party lines toward concrete, achievable goals.”

Congress has approved a breakthrough, bipartisan agreement that **protects Medicare, preserves it for the future, and rewards good doctors.**

But to end the dysfunction, there’s still more work to do.

Please call the U.S. Capitol Switchboard at (202) 224-3121. **Urge Congress to keep working across party lines to preserve Medicare and Medicare Advantage—and support legislation to replace the Affordable Care Act with pro-patient reforms.**